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Forced Entanglement vs Anisotropic Dissipation in a Vortex Line Liquid
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We present evidence forforced topological entanglementof line-like vortices in the liquid regime
of YBa2Cu3O72d with columnar defects. By splaying the defects within a fixed plane (in-fan) we
create aĉ-axis phase coherent vortex (string) structure which correlates with anisotropic dissipation
The high-field vortex motion is “easy” in fan and “hard” across fan in crystals—a signature of forced
entanglement by a small angle splay. The high-field anisotropy is surprisingly reversed in thin films
where forced entanglement is absent. [S0031-9007(97)04606-1]

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge, 74.72.Bk
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The idea of entangled vortex matter [1] in type II su
perconductors is central to understanding the behavior o
vortex liquid [2] and possibly a disordered vortex solid [3
There are two kinds of entanglement. Thermal entang
ment is connected tomeltingof the vortex array. Current
debate centers on melting accompanied by a loss of
transverse [4] and, less trivially, of thêc-axis long range
superconducting coherence [5]. The latter manifests its
as a loss ofvortex coherence, i.e., a loss of the identity
of individual vortex lines, which split intodecoupledseg-
ments of finite length. Recent reports suggest that tw
boundaries [5] or technologically important columnar de
fects [6,7]recouplevortex segments and maintain the line
like structure of vortices far into the liquid regime [8]. On
the other hand, as discussed in theory by Hwaet al. [9],
the localizing action of columnar pins [10] can be use
to force topological vortex entanglementby manipulating
(splaying) the defect configurations [11]. Suchforceden-
tanglement occurs only with line-like vortices, for which
the vortex coherenceis preserved. Thus, splayed colum
nar pins provide a unique controllable tool to probe th
ĉ-axis coherence in the entire mixed state.

In this Letter, we explore the consequences of theĉ-axis
coherence to the dissipation in the vortex liquid. W
present evidence for forced topological entanglement
line-like vortices in YBa2Cu3O72d (YBCO) with the sim-
plest splayedcolumnar defect configuration [9], namely
two parallel pin families crossing each other in a (spla
plane at a fixed angleQ [see inset in Fig. 1(a)]. Our
key result is that in crystals with not too largeQ [11],
the vortex motion is “easy” parallel to the plane of spla
(SP) and “hard” across this plane everywhere where t
linear resistancesRlin  limI!0

V
I d [12] along the field

sĉ-ddirection vanishes, indicating a presence of cohere
vortex lines across the sample. Anisotropy disappe
when the splay angles are either large or zero (para
defects)—the former is in accordance with our expect
tions that for largeQ theĉ-axis coherence cannot be main
tained, since vortex cutting becomes easy [13]. The lat
ensures that anisotropy is indeed related to the effect
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splay. Moreover, the anisotropy disappears at low ma
netic fields (below a fraction of the matching fieldBF ,
at which the number of vortices equals the number of pin
[7]), indicating a change in the character of pinning relate
to occupation of columnar tracks. In thin films, in the ab
sence of entanglement, the observedhigh-field anisotropy
is reversed(i.e., the motion across fan becomes favored
while the dissipation below,0.5BF is still isotropic.

Several twinned YBCO crystals of,1 mm size and 11
to 15 mm thick along theĉ axis [11] andĉ-axis oriented
epitaxial films grown by laser ablation [14] were irradiate
with 1.08 GeV 197Au231 at the TASCC facility at Chalk
River Laboratories in Canada [7]. To install planar splay
the ion beam was tilted off thêcsẑd axis by rocking the
samples about an axis'ẑ by 6Q ranging from 0± to
45± [a cross-sectional transmission electron micrograp
(TEM) of crossing tracks [11] is an inset of Fig. 1]. The
films were patterned (on the same chip) prior to irradiatio
in a bridge geometry, allowing control of the relative
orientation between the driving current and splay plane
Resistivities were measured using a standard four-pro
technique. In crystals the contacts pads were placed as
assure a uniform current flow [5].

Figure 1(a) shows the temperature variation of the in
plane dissipation forH k ĉ of a twinned.12 mm thick
YBCO crystal with a planar splay configuration with
a criss-cross angleQ  610± and a total pin density
corresponding toBF  3 T. The vortices are forced
to move either “across fan” [Lorentz forceFL  sJ 3

Bd ' SP] or “in fan” fFL k SPg in the samecrystal by
appropriately directing the measuring current. The zer
field resistive transition atTc . 90 K is independent of
the current geometry—it is sharpsDTc ø 400 mKd, and
only slightly s,1%d lower than in the same virgin sample.
The data show that the two current geometries produ
isotropicdissipation at low fields.

At high fields thelinear (Ohmic) resistance is distinctly
anisotropic below a characteristic temperatureTasHd
[Fig. 1(a)]—it is easier for the vortices to move parallel

to the splay plane than across, namely,R'
ab . R

k
ab. The
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the in-plane dissipa
for FL ' SP (across fan) andFL k SP (in fan) in a twinned
YBCO crystal with columnar tracks with densityBF  3 T
and splay angleQ  610± (a) in several fieldsk ĉ axis and
(b) in a 4 T field before and after irradiation with Au. Thick
arrow points to the onset of pinning by columnar pins. Dotte
arrows indicate the onset of anisotropy. Dashed line ma
twin boundary shoulder atTTB. The appliedI  1 mA. Top
inset: cross-sectional TEM image of YBCO crystal thinned
#1000 Å, showing two families of parallel tracks criss-crosse
at 610± in the splay plane. A double-kink and zigzag vorte
excitations are sketched (see text). Bottom inset: comparison
the crystal of (a) with a similar crystal withk defectssQ  0d.
Similar kink dynamics is suggested by a comparable dissipat
for FL ' SP and forQ  0 (see text).

resistanceRsTad at which the anisotropy becomes evide
is field independents,0.3RN d and near the value at the
shoulder in the resistance of the virgin crystal [Fig. 1(b
The shoulder atTTBsHd, associated with the onset of twin
boundary (TB) pinning [15], is well belowTasHd—which
leads us to conclude that the observed anisotropy is
due to twin boundaries [16]. The data also show th
columnar tracks slow the vortex motion down (reduc
R) well above the onset of anisotropic dissipation; line
resistivities for the virgin and irradiated crystal part a
,0.97Tc . Ta , 0.95Tc [see Fig. 1(b)].

Now we ask what vortex structure might be associat
with the anisotropic dissipation in the liquid. One mea
sure of this structure is resistance along the field dire
tion, which, if zero, will indicate vortex coherence on a
least the scale of sample dimension [5]. Figure 2 co
tion
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the in-plane andĉ-axis
Ohmic dissipation in YBCO crystals with (a) parallel pins
(b) 610± splay, and (c)645± splay in a zero and 3 T applied
field. The applied current is 1 mA.

trasts thêc axis and the in-plane voltages for the two cu
rent geometries in three YBCO crystals withBF  3 T:
(a) with parallel pins, (b) with smalls610±d, and (c) large
s645±d angle splay. For parallel pinssQ  0±d the ĉ-axis
dissipation becomes non-Ohmicabove the temperature
where theab-plane dissipation goes to zero. The in-plan
motion here is isotropic as vortices move via double-kin
spreading [10] for any current direction. This is illustrate
in Fig. 2(a) for an,11 mm thick crystal. A small splay
sQ  610±d shifts the onset of coherence down—no
the longitudinal voltage vanishes atTasHd [see Fig. 2(b)],
i.e., the onset of thêc-axis phase coherence coincides wi
the onset of anisotropic vortex motion. In others word
only line vorticescan distinguish between the two curren
geometries.

To test this further we examine a crystal of the sam
thickness s,11 mmd and BF but with a much larger
Q  645±. Large angle splay will not support the
ĉ-axis coherence in the liquidaltogether as vortices will
not easily accommodate to columnar pins [10] and t
dynamics should be as with random point disorder. Data
Fig. 2(c) demonstrate that in this case all resistances van
together; the response in the liquid along theĉ (field)
direction isalways linear—thus there is no evidence fo
either a line liquid or anisotropy.

The anisotropy translates onto theH-T phase diagram
as two distinct lines, shown in Fig. 3. At high fields, th
4259
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FIG. 3. H-T phase diagram for the YBCO crystal of Fig. 1
The two lines above a crossover atm0Hcr , 1 T correspond to
Rlin ! 0 and the onset of nonlinearI-V ’s for FL ' SP and
FL k SP. The anisotropy in the in-plane resistance appe
below TasHd, along which the coherence in theĉ-axis direction
is restored. Inset: the in-plane critical currents mainta
anisotropy at all fields.

in-plane linear resistivityR
k
ab for the across-fan motion

vanishes at higher temperatures thanR'
ab for the in-fan

motion—the difference is quite large aboveBF (2 K at
m0H > 5 Td, and it increases with field. The anisotrop
disappears entirely belowm0Hcr , 1 T, where both in-
plane resistivities as well asRc vanish simultaneously.
AboveBcr the lines for both current geometries look linea
in reduced temperaturet  TyTc, while below they are
upwardly curved, i.e.,~ s1 2 tda with a , 2 [17].

The vanishing ofR'
ab and R

k
ab is followed by the ap-

pearance of critical currentsJ'
c and Jk

c , shown in the
inset of Fig. 3. Jc (obtained from the onset of non-
linearities in theI-V curves with the usual,1 mVycm
threshold) is anisotropic atall fields, namely, the hard di-
rectionJk

c sFL ' SPd grows more than twice as fast with
decreasing temperature as the easy directionJ'

c . In other
words, unlike the anisotropy in the liquid phase, theJc

anisotropy (i.e.,dJk
c ydT . dJ'

c ydT ) is present also below
the crossover atBcr . However, it appears that (within our
resolution) aboveBcr the twoJc ’s vanish at different tem-
peratures, suggesting two transitions related to two distin
vortex structures at high fields [18]. Two different vorte
structures are implicit in recent experiments and nume
cal simulations [11]. The motion across fan is primaril
governed by spreading of the double kinks [9,10] [ins
of Fig. 1(b)], while the in-fan motion will be controlled
by the “zigzag” kinks [11] [inset of Fig. 1(a)], resulting in
critical current anisotropy [19] with a reduced in-fanJc.

The situation in the vortex liquid is more subtle an
the above arguments cannot be simply projected onto
linear regime. The vortex motion is diffusive and vorte
structure can only be maintained over a finite timetpl [2].
Crudely speaking, largetpl implies that vortices linger
4260
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longer in the vicinity of the columnar tracks and ca
maintain the structure resembling the structure in the so
on this time scale. Experimental support for similar vorte
structures in the liquid and in the solid comes from a ve
similar dissipation forFL ' SP and for the parallel pins
with the sameBF [inset of Fig. 1(b)]—in both cases the
dynamics in the solid regime is controlled by motion of th
double kinks.

To gain insight into the splay induced anisotropy and th
role of forced entanglement let us consider a correctiondr

to thelinear flux-flow resistivityr > rff s1 1 dryrd due
to splayed disorder following [2], p. 1252:

dr

r
,

D

a2
0 cosQ

Z `

0
dt

Z
d2kf· · ·gk2e2k2ku2

T l2Ck2
x t2tytpl ,

(1)

where the splay described by the factor exps2Ck2
x td is

in x̂ 2 ẑ plane andC is a combination of shear and tilt
elastic moduli [20]. In Eq. (1)D is the disorder parameter
[2], y is vortex velocity, and exps2k2ku2

T ld is the Debye-
Waller factor resulting from thermal fluctuations of th
vortex lines (uT is the transverse thermal displacemen
The factor exps2tytpld accounts for a (viscous) state o
the entangled liquid—forced entanglement will increas
liquid viscosity and thus will increasetpl. The term
in the square bracketf· · ·g  fssinkytyytdkg describes
the in-fan motion whenk  kx and across-fan (along
ŷ) motion whenk  ky. Thus, the anisotropy in this
estimate is controlled by the relative importance of th
vortex structure term exps2tytpld. If tpl is very small,
the contribution comes from small timest; term 2Ck2

x t
can be neglected and the difference betweenx̂ and ŷ
motion disappears. In the limittpl ! `, the integration
of Eq. (1) leads to anisotropic motion withdrk , 1

Cu4
T

and

dr' , 1
Cu4

T

p
Ctpl

uT
. The above estimate backs our two ke

observations: (i) the motion in the liquid is harder acro
fan than in fan, and (ii) the anisotropic motion require
entangled vortex lines retaining their identity (largetpl).

Finally, we should not observe the effect of forced enta
glement in thins,1500 Åd YBCO films with thicknesses
comparable to the entanglement lengthlc [1]. A rough
estimate giveslc . a2

0´lyT > 2a0 near melting tempera-
ture Tm. Here,´l  fF0y4plg2 is the line energy and
l , 1400 Å is the magnetic penetration length [2]. Fo
our films, the estimate giveslc > 1000 Å for B , 1 T.
Furthermore, in contrast to crystals, in films withBF 
5 T the tracks rarely cross [21]. Thus in films a zigza
related anisotropy is not expected.

The results in films are summarized in theH-T diagram
shown in Fig. 4. As before, at low fields the motion i
isotropic. However, in contrast to crystals, thehigh-field
anisotropy aboveBcr is reversed,i.e., the in-fan motion is
now hard. This is clearly seen in the inset, where we p
r vs temperature forFL ' SP andFL k SP on a log scale.
A crossover atBcr , 0.5BF (as for the parallel pins [7])
is consistent with the absence of zigzagging.
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FIG. 4. H-T phase diagram for 1500-Å-thick epitaxialĉ-axis
oriented YBCO films with a splay angleQ 6 10± and a total
pin density BF  5 T. The films were patterned as8 mm
wide transport bridges. The two lines above a crossover
m0Hcr , 0.5BF > 2.5 T correspond toRlin ! 0 for FL ' SP
and FL k SP current geometries. The anisotropy in the in
plane resistances is reversed. Top inset: sketch of the relev
surface kinks forFL k SP. Bottom inset: the in-plane resistanc
vs temperature forFL ' SP andFL k SP for three values of
applied field.

One clue to this surprising reverse anisotropy com
from realization that in films surfaces play a major rol
[22]. As vortices must satisfy the boundary conditions
the surfacesS sB ' Sd, they will nucleate surface kinks
on the length scale ofl at low fields, or on the length
scale ofa0 (scaled by anisotropy [2]) when vortex-vortex
interactions are relevant, and will spend only a sma
fraction of their length on columnar tracks in the film
A sketch in Fig. 4 illustrates how forFL k SP a trapped
vortex segment will slide along the columnar track, s
that the lagging (top) kink will shrink and the advancing
(bottom) kink will expand. The top kink will be strongly
pinned, since it is too costly to approach the surface at
angle Q [23], and thus the in-fan motion can be mor
difficult than motion for FL ' SP which proceeds via
energy-gainingsymmetricexpansion of surface kinks [2].
This surface-induced anisotropy in dynamics is not relat
to splay and should only depend on tilt of the pins wit
respect to the applied field [24].

In summary, we have demonstrated that in a splay
pinning landscape only acoherent entangledvortex struc-
ture can produce anisotropic dissipation in the liqui
regime. The anisotropy sensitively depends on the roc
ing angle—for sufficiently smallQ vortex cutting is
difficult and vortex lines can be forced to entangle. Fo
sufficiently larges$45±d Q vortex cutting becomes easy
and all the structure in the liquid is destroyed. Our resu
on recoupling provide support for the idea that melting
accompanied by the loss ofĉ-axis coherence. A lack of
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anisotropy at low fields points to a deciding role of the oc
cupancy of the columnar tracks even in the liquid phase
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